
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

According to French (), organizational behavior involves the study of staff in an organizational setup. It puts into
consideration the practices.

This is critical because several business firms today are composed of a heterogeneous mix of people in terms
of gender, age, and race. Example is, if learning new things is the inner drive of an employee then, engaging in
a creative, developing or skills tasks might be a motive force for the employee. Behaviour is embedded in a set
of core principles, and a skilled way of negotiation between leaders and followers even when they posses
different point of view. The structure is not only based on its internal factors but it also includes external
factors that include their bottling subordinates. For instance, an organization should encourage a labor force
with strong ethical values. This theory believes that leaders are born with their internal required leading
qualities not created, qualities includes charisma, intelligence, skills, confidence etc. Impact of Organizational
Values to Employees Organizational values refer to the perspectives utilized at a workplace towards the
appropriate course of action French,  Furthermore, trust is being established as part of its culture. Google
offers its employees an abundance of benefits. Furthermore, Google offers unique employee award programs
that encourage workers to work harder and more effectively. These motivators are usually being determined at
the top management level of an organisation likewise the motivation impact is relatively low and reciprocal.
An organisation with strong effective cultures of well coordination, well integrated and highly consistent has a
high tendency of being effective. As suggested by Burns and Stalker Innovation is something that makes
companies great, not just about the innovations but how corporate comfortably accepts and welcomes new
ideas and ricks. All these changes will not only decrease employee productivity but also lead to a high staff
turnover and absenteeism. And what positive impact will it have on the organisation as a whole. For a team to
be effective, members are expected to possess qualities as asserted by Wilkins some of which include: 1. The
next three points are its best to do one thing really, really well, fast is better than slow, and democracy on the
web works. Salaries for the same job title across different companies are displayed in Exhibit 1 of the
Appendix. Managers use the value chain framework to analyze and plan the strategy to be implemented in
managing resources. It encourages them to work harder by ensuring that the probability of obtaining their
basic needs is possible. Googles philosophy and effect on the worldwide market portray high levels of task
significance, or the degree to which a job has a substantial impact on the lives or work of other people, in its
work. Bookmark not defined. Moreover, Googles main source of revenue comes from its advertising
programs, especially its AdWords and AdSense programs, which allow potential advertisers to market their
products and services on the Web. This consistency is considered to be very powerful foundation of stability
and organisational internal integration as a result of a shared degree of common mindset and high level of
conformity. Organisations decision makers should be willing to accept some risky ventures in order to
promote innovations and maintain balance. All team members are expected to declare work practise and
abilities at the same time prescribe a rule on how the team will operate by the leader, who is the person that
brought the team together. In this stage organisation should make certain of the cost to be encounter if the risk
prevail, this could be mathematical in some cases of financial ricks. For example, Google can implement more
employee recognition programs that give praise to these older workers. It seeks to expound on the relevance of
organizational behaviorin businesses, and how it can be utilized to bolster the performance of a workforce and
the company at large. Yet, Google was able to win first in Fortune Magazines Best Companies to Work For
because of its focus on intrinsic motivation, or the persistence towards a goal due to incentives inherent in the
nature of the work itself. In general, Googles offices around the world buzz with personality, high energy, and
friendliness. Organisational culture signifies to the total behaviour of an organisation toward the employee and
the relationship between employee and employee. From then on, Page and Brin further developed Google into
a worldwide Internet search engine, finally launching their company Google in  After the forming stage, the
team move forward toward being an interdependent instead of depending on leader, this in know as the
storming stage where every team member open up their hidden irritations and objections which will eventually
bring the team into an open conflict, this is very necessary for a team to be effective. The board members
serve fundamentally as the ultimate business decision-making board of the company, only for those decisions
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that needed the consultation of shareholders. Fahad Muhammad Umar Organizational Behavior Fahad Umar
Abstract: The paper contains a detail analysis of organizational behavior discussing issues facing cutting age
organizations on leadership behavior, organizational effectiveness, organizational structures and human
resource management. This topic also gives managers an understanding of how to administrate workforce
diversity Fredrick,  Supporting learning and development could be strong competitive advantage for the
organisation; this stands out their employee in terms of skills and knowledge. The Matrix Structure This
structure is mostly found in advertising agencies, research agencies, consulting firms, universities,
entertainment industries, and government agencies to mention few. The first point says focus on the user and
all else will follow, showing Googles dedication to customer-driven policies. First, an over-emphasis on
giving employees personal freedom to make many workrelated decisions, in addition to having a lack of
managers in general, results in a wider span of control for each manager. Organisational Behaviour and its
Role in Management of Business. One of the main responsibilities of a director on decisions is to exercise
their absolute judgment and to act in accordance to what they reasonably believe to be of best interest of the
company as well as the shareholders.


